Learn more about StonePeak’s revolutionary 60” x 120” large gauged porcelain panels. The course introduces participants to various kinds of gauged panel installations, explains how these large format tiles are manufactured and highlights their technical characteristics. This course also explores porcelain’s “green” qualities and how these qualities can be a LEED® resource. Finally, it discusses the importance of tools, methods of installation and certified installers.

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
Participants will be able to answer:

- What are gauged porcelain panels and what are their technical characteristics?
- What makes this porcelain “green”?
- Why are certain tools, installation methods and certified installers critical?
- What types of applications are good for gauged porcelain panels?

**PROVIDER/COURSE NUMBER:** AIA: J842/SP0101; IDCEC: CEU-107159
**LENGTH/CREDIT:** AIA: 1 LU/HSW; IDCEC: 0.1 CEU

**FORMAT:**
This workshop is presented through a visual presentation and discussion.

**COST:**
Free

**FACILITATOR QUALIFICATIONS:**
Facilitators are considered experts in the tile industry. They are also trained presenters.

**TARGET AUDIENCE:**
Anyone interested in learning about gauged porcelain panels, such as architects, specifiers and other design professionals. This program is open to every experience level and includes a question and answer session to address specific interests.

**CONTACT:**
ELIZABETH KRINOCK / MARKETING@STONEPEAKCERAMICS.COM

WWW.STONEPEAKCERAMICS.COM